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Abstract: Strontium (Sr) has recently gained increasing attention for its positive effects on bone tissue 

repair. A novel bioactive glass composition based on the replacement of silica (SiO2) by borate B2O3 

doped with a Sr trace element has been mentioned in this study. Glass samples with a nominal 

composition of 45 silica oxide (SiO2), 24.5 calcium oxide (CaO), 24.5 sodium oxide (Na2O), and 6 

phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5) in weight percentage (wt%) were prepared by the melt-quench technique 

with complete replacement of silica with borate (by the same ratio) and the substitution of Strontium 

oxide (SrO) within the glass to investigate any property changes. The effect of strontium on the 

bioactive glasses’ structural and biological behavior was investigated. Glass powders were immersed 

in Simulated Fluid Body (SBF) solution over varied periods, 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks, to investigate the 

bioactivity of prepared samples. Spectral measurements of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorption 

were performed before and after immersion to study the variation of glass structure due to changing the 

dopant concentration and immersion time. The X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) showed the before-

immersion samples amorphous without any significant crystalline phases and revealed the HA presence 

within the glassy matrix after immersion. The presence of main structural units resulting from the borate 

matrix was confirmed by FTIR analysis, with the formation of characteristic FT infrared bands due to 

calcium phosphate (HA) formation after immersion, which is supposed to be a potential indication of 

bone-bonding ability.  
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1. Introduction 

Since Hench’s discovery of bioglass in the late 1960s, several bioactive glasses (BGs) 

have been widely synthesized and developed for biomedical applications [1,2], including dental 

applications and the treatment of a variety of bone abnormalities [3]. These BGs are very 

interesting materials due to their well-known properties, including good biocompatibility, high 

bioactivity, “the ability to make a strong link with natural bone by forming a hydroxyapatite 

(HA) layer on their surface”, osteoconductivity, osteoinductivity, and their capability to 

enhance angiogenesis [4,5].  

Various degrading metal ions are released from the glass structure into the surrounding 

physiological fluids. This is considered the primary cause of their ability to actively promote 

osteogenesis through growing cell proliferation and osteogenic marker gene expression [4-6].  
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The most important feature of bioactive glasses is the time-dependent surface 

modification that allows HA layers to form and bond to the surrounding tissue. Their 

bioactivity or bone-bonding ability and their BGs degradation rate are primarily determined by 

their BGs composition and textural properties, including specific surface area, pore-volume, 

and particle size. HA formation mechanism that involves ion exchange reactions as an initial 

step is widely accepted [7,8].  

Silica gel layer production on the material surface is caused by ions dissolving from the 

surface of the glass, then the reaction between Ca2+ ions from the glass and PO4 
3–ions from 

the surrounding fluid, leading to the HA growth of the gel layer. In the last decade, several 

authors have tried to modify Hench’s batch through the designation of borate glass. Richard 

investigated the same composition as 45S5, but with all SiO2 replaced by B2O3 [9].  

When he immersed borate glasses in a K2HPO4 solution at 37C, he detected 

hydroxyapatite (HA) layer formation on the borate glass surface. Borate bioactive glasses have 

also gained attention in biomedical applications [10,11]. Silicate and borate bioactive glasses 

have some confirmed differences: their relative degradation rate and their conversion to 

hydroxyapatite (HA). Using traditional melting or a more versatile approach, sol-gel BGs can 

be produced [12,13].  

Researchers incorporated several types of metallic ions such as Sr+2, Mg+2, Zn+2, and 

Ag into the SiO2–CaO–P2O5 system to improve its biological performance. The addition of Sr2 

ions to silicate-based glasses for bone regeneration was given more attention among the various 

therapy ingredients.  

Strontium (Sr) is an alkaline earth metal chemically similar to and replaces calcium in 

the bone. Sr occurs naturally in the body and builds up largely in bones with a fraction of 

roughly 0.035% of the total amount of calcium (Ca) [14] 99% of strontium stored in bone and 

teeth after uptake processes. The use of strontium supplements for prolonged time intervals 

may result in inaccurate bone density measures. It was mostly derived from cereals and 

vegetables. Because Sr often operates in the human body like Ca, it can be replaced by Ca in 

many atomic lattices. Strontium has a potential therapeutic agent for the process of bone 

remodeling by promoting new bone formation and preventing loss of the bone.  

This study's major purpose is to investigate the bioactivity of strontium-doped 

bioglasses produced by using a melting-derived process on the behavior of bone-bonding 

ability after immersion in SBF solution for 4 weeks. A range of methods, such as X-ray 

diffraction, and FTIR spectra, have been used to examine the network structure changes 

associated with the prepared samples’ conversion to hydroxyapatite to indicate bioactivity and 

the bone-bonding ability the pre-and post-immersion of samples in the SBF solution. The 

results apply to the development of bioactive glasses with adjustable HA conversion rates to 

provide a new bone-bonding bioactive material class. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The bioactive glasses under study were synthesized through the traditional melt 

quenching route. Base glass sample of Hench bioglass 45S5 was prepared from a mixture of 

appropriate amounts of analytical reagent grade by complete replacement of silica with borate 

(by the same ratio) with a nominal composition (45 B2O3, 24.5 Na2O, 24.5 CaO, 6 P2O5 wt%, 

using a chemical reagent of orthoboric acid as a source for B2O3, ammonium dihydrogen 

phosphate as a source of P2O5 supplied by Sigma Aldrich Co. At the same time, sodium oxide 

and calcium oxide were obtained from their carbonate partner supplied by El Nasr 
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Pharmaceuticals. B2O3 was gradually replaced with Sr (percentages of 0, 1, 2, 5, 7.5, and 10) 

to investigate the Sr addition effect to the glass structure, as indicated in table 1. 

Table 1. Samples of modified borate glass composition with the minor addition of SrO. 

Glass Sample B2O3 CaO Na2O P2O5 SrO 

Sr1 44 24.5 24.5 6 1 

Sr2 43 24.5 24.5 6 2 

Sr5 40 24.5 24.5 6 5 

Sr7.5 37.5 24.5 24.5 6 7.5 

Sr10 35 24.5 24.5 6 10 

The weighted batches were mixed into agate mortar and melted in platinum crusting 

crucibles at around 1050 ±10 °C under ordinary air conditions and occasionally rotated at a 

predetermined time of 30 minutes to achieve acceptable homogeneity according to the 

composition of glass. The molten glass was then poured into preheated steel molds of essential 

diameters to shape the prepared molten glass. The samples prepared were moved immediately 

to a muffle oven at 450 °C maintained to cool down gradually at 30°C/h to eliminate heat 

stresses, prevent the samples from crashing, and get samples of the desired dimensions. 

2.1. Simulated body fluid preparation. 

SBF solution with ion concentration about the same as plasma of human blood has been 

prepared by dissolving an adequate quantity of salts listed in table 2 one by one in de-ionized 

water. After the dissolution of each reagent in water, the other one was added in their 

appropriate order with a continued stirring at 37 ± 1◦C in a polyethylene beaker. Each 

component concentration as g/L in SBF the solution was previously published. pH of the 

solution was maintained at 7.4. 

Table 2. Salt per litter used in SBF preparation. 

Salt order NaCl NaHCO3 KCl K2HPO4･3H2O MgCl2･6H2O HCl CaCl2 Na2SO4 (CH2OH)3CNH2 

Weight (g/L) 7.996 0.350 0.224 0.228 0.305 40 0.278 0.071 6.057 

2.2. Sample characterization. 

2.2.1. X-Ray diffraction.  

To characterize structural and compositional changes in the glasses resulting from the 

interaction with the SBF solution, XRD and FTIR studies were performed. The phase 

constituents of the BG samples were examined with the X-ray diffraction technique for 

identifying the crystalline phases found or generated in the sample before and after immersion 

in the SBF solution at 37 °C for up to four weeks.  

X-ray diffraction with a Brucker Axs-D8 configuration (Metallurgical Institute, EL-

Tebben-Helwan) was performed. Cu K α (Cu K  α=0.154600 nm) was used as a radiation 

source. With intervals of 0.020, data has been steeply accumulated, taking 0.4 seconds 

throughout the diffraction angle range of 2.f5 to 70°. Using the Joint Committee on Powder 

Diffraction and Standards (JCDPS), the spectrum obtained was compared to the standards 

satisfied.  
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2.2.2. Fourier Transformation Infrared Specification (FTIR).  

It is a powerful non-destructive instrument that is used to observe and trace changes in 

composition in combination with structural changes in qualitative or quantitative ways.FTIR 

analysis (Nicolet is10) of the studied, modified borate glasses was done through the KBr disc 

technique in the wavenumber range of 400–4000 cm–1 at room temperature (25 ˚C). Samples 

finely powdered were mixed at 1:100 ratios for quantitative composition with KBr.  

To prevent moisture attack, immediately after preparing the discs, the spectral 

absorption data of the IR were corrected by subtracting the KBr spectrum. The FTIR spectrum 

data have been taken for the samples under study before and after immersion in SBF solution 

for a prolonged time, up to four weeks. The resulting FTIR spectrum was quantitatively 

evaluated and stimulated by Gaussian functions using a standard curve fitting program (peak 

fit 4.12) that altered the peak positions of each band intensities and widths in two steps.  

The first step involves calculating the minimum number and the position of the spectral 

bands, which correspond to the number of different Vibrational modes in the structure, 

including resolved peaks and well-developed shoulders and kinks. Phase involves the addition 

of weaker bands that obey the following criteria: (a) Asymmetric modes approved by the IR 

spectrum have been previously published for the same composition, (b) To account for 

structural groups that are present in smaller quantities for a given composition but it may be 

present in large quantities for another composition. The Borate glass N4 fraction was 

determined utilizing the relative area of both (BO3) and (BO4) units in the following peaks 

analyzed with the following formula: 

34

4
4

BOBO

BO
N

+
=

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis. 

Figure 1 and 2 shows X-ray diffraction of the powdered synthesized borate glasses 

samples of composition similar to that of Hench bioglass with full replacement of silica (SiO2) 

by equivalent boron oxide (B2O3) (45 B2O3, 24.5 CaO, 24.5 Na2O, 6 P2O5) as a parent glass 

with additional samples containing different concentrations of dopant strontium ions (1, 2, 5, 

7.5 and 10%) before and after immersion in SBF for four weeks measured at room temperature 

within the Bragg angle range between 5-70˚. 
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Figure 1. Spectra of samples before immersion in SBF. 
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Figure 1 shows the XRD diffraction pattern of all prepared samples before immersion. 

The complete absence of any sharp peak reflects their amorphous nature even with increasing 

content of Sr ions till 10 mol % as identified from glass definitions by different glass scientists 

[15]. 

Figure 2 reveals XRD spectra of Sr doped borate modified Hench glass after immersion 

for 4 weeks in SBF; the X-ray diffraction results show small diffraction peaks increasing in 

intensity with the increase of Sr content except in 10 %wt concentration as no sharp peaks were 

formed. These small peaks are related to hydroxyapatite. 
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Figure 2. XRD spectra of the sample after immersion in SBF for 4 weeks. 

3.2. FTIR analysis. 

FTIR spectroscopy analyses of the prepared samples were also carried out before and 

after immersion in SBF solution to monitor the structural evolution associated with the 

conversion of the prepared samples to hydroxyapatite as a bioactivity indicator. All measured 

samples’ FTIR spectral data can be compressed between 400 and 1800 cm-1 because these are 

the primary characteristic vibrational modes. In contrast, the rest of the spectra contain only 

the OH vibrational mode, which is represented by a broad peak that was originally positioned 

around 3500-3600 cm-1.  

Borate glasses consists mainly of two structural forming groups (BO3, BO4); the main 

spectral bands present in their spectra are generally accepted to be active in three infrared 

spectral regions as indicated below: 600–800 cm-1 belongs to bending vibrations of various 

borate segments; 800–1200 cm-1 due to the B–O stretching vibrations of tetrahedral BO4 units; 

1200-1600 cm-1 are due to the B-O stretching vibrations of trigonal BO3 units. 
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the sample before immersion in SBF. 
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Figure 4 FTIR spectra of the sample after immersion for (a) 1 week, (b) 2 weeks, (c) 3 weeks, and (d) 4 weeks. 

Because boron has the smallest mass compared to other network-forming cations, the 

primary vibrational modes associated with the borate glass network appeared well above 500 

cm-1 in the mid-infrared [16,17]. The spectrum also reveals some of the far-infrared vibrational 

sites, i.e., 600–400 cm-1 (beginning of measurements), and the near-infrared vibrational modes, 

including the OH, water, and B-OH vibrations. 

Figure 3 illustrates the FTIR absorption spectra of Sr doped samples with different 

concentrations before immersion in SBF solution. The addition of dopant Sr ions resulted in 

the broad small band appearance at about 1216 cm-1, which was attributed to the creation of 

non-bridging oxygen (NBO’s) mixed with growing intri-gonal units (BO3). As shown in 

Figures 4(a-d), structural investigations were carried out on glasses immersed in simulated 

body fluids for extended periods (1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks). 

Figure 5 (a-d) reveals an exemplified deconvolution analysis of samples containing a 

concentration of Strontium oxide (1-5 Wt %) used to calculate the N4 variation before and after 

3 weeks of immersion in SBF solution. The deconvolution improved the identification of all 

bands in the FTIR spectra, allowing them to be assigned more accurately. According to 

Kamitsos et al [17,18], the absorption bands, A Bdelghany et al. [19,20] are formed by the 

overlap of the distinct component bands. The component bands of the absorption bands can 

then be deconvoluted [20,21]. Each component band is linked to a certain type of vibration in 

a specific structural group. As a result, each component band has its own set of characteristics, 

such as its center, which is related to some type of bond vibration, and its relative area (the area 
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of the peak divided by the area under the entire spectrum), which is proportional to the 

concentration of these types of bonds in certain structural groups. 

The deconvolution parameters, the band centers, and relative areas for the spectra of 

the studied glasses are given in Tables 2 and 3. The N4 fraction can be calculated using the 

relative area corresponding to BO4 to that of both (BO3+BO4) from analyzed data. The N4 

fraction and the immersion time were tabulated as shown in Table 4. It was observed that N4 

increases with increasing the immersion time resulting from the conversion of BO3 and BO4 

with a minor effect for the variation of Sr concentration due to their lower content. 
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Figure 5. FTIR spectra of 45S5 borate bioactive; (a) Sr 1 doped borate glass, (b) Sr 5 doped borate glass before 

immersion, (c) Sr 1 doped borate glass, (e) Sr 5 doped borate glass after immersion (e), (f) their residuals. 
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Table 2. Relative areas and peak centers of the deconvoluted peaks for the IR spectra of the prepared glasses (Sr 

– before immersion). 

Peak 

no   
Sr 1 Sr 2 Sr 5 Sr 7.5 Sr  10 

Center R.A Center R.A. Center R.A. Center R.A. Center R.A. 

1 468 0.059 475 0.055 482 0.055 494 0.052 493 0.053 

2 574 0.081 573 0.080 574 0.069 575 0.048 575 0.049 

3 716 0.162 716 0.175 720 0.172 729 0.156 729 0.127 

4 863 0.216 865 0.223 863 0.199 868 0.187 868 0.209 

5 954 0.152 957 0.147 953 0.178 957 0.216 944 0.239 

6 1063 0.183 1059 0.175 1054 0.179 1051 0.186 1040 0.174 

7 1241 0.147 1235 0.145 1222 0.148 1213 0.154 1211 0.148 

8 1385 – 1387 – 1387 – 1388 – 1388 – 

9 1483 – 1483 – 1484 – 1479 – 1476 – 

10 1612 – 1608 – 1613 – 1621 – 1618 – 

11 1744 – 1729 – 1735 – 1740 – 1753 – 

Table 3. Relative areas and peak centers of the deconvoluted peaks for the IR spectra of the prepared glasses (Sr 

– after 3 weeks of immersion). 

Peak 

no   
Sr 1 Sr 2 Sr 5 Sr 7.5 Sr  10 

Center R.A Center R.A. Center R.A. Center R.A. Center R.A. 
1 469 0.051 471 0.058 472 0.072 477 0.041 471 0.052 
2 558 0.012 558 0.014 555 0.017 558 0.006 560 0.013 
3 610 0.023 607 0.022 602 0.039 604 0.028 610 0.020 
4 695 0.402 689 0.398 688 0.335 656 0.424 694 0.403 
5 883 0.440 887 0.438 908 0.392 879 0.461 890 0.448 
6 1031 0.032 1031 0.028 1023 0.072 1034 0.018 1030 0.027 
7 1116 0.015 1112 0.016 1099 0.028 1111 0.007 1117 0.016 
8 1404 0.026 1405 0.026 1206 0.019 1405 0.014 1405. 0.020 
9 1454 – 1456 – 1406 0.027 1450  1459  
10 1559 – 1558 – 1457 – 1557 – 1561 – 
11 1655 – 1654 – 1559 – 1653 – 1655 – 
12 – – – – 1655 – – – – – 

Table 4. N4 values of Sr 1 and Sr 5 glassy samples before and after immersion in   SBF solution. 

Sr 

Conc. 

N4 

Before Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

1 0.386 0.853 0.814 0.865 0.867 

2 0.559 0.722 0.741 0.858 0.778 

5 0.440 0.839 0.777 0.765 0.835 

7.5 0.478 0.701 0.802 0.913 0.722 

10 0.459 0.672 0.813 0.872 0.819 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, new glass samples of nominal composition (45-x) B2O3, 24.5CaO, 24.5 

Na2O, and 6 P2O5 doped with x SrO in weight percentage. Bioglass has been synthesized using 

melt-quenching technique and characterized by XRD and FTIR analysis to explore the 

structural properties before and after immersion in SBF solution and to confirm hydroxyapatite 

formation a sign of the prepared glasses biological activity.  

FTIR spectra for prepared glasses confirm the precipitation of hydroxyapatite on the 

glass surface upon immersion in SBF solution. The results were confirmed by calculating the 

four coordinated boron numbers N4 that change dramatically after one-week immersion. The 

strontium oxide role is discussed extensively to investigate its role as the strontium oxide 

addition does not obstruct the dissolution process and hydroxyapatites precipitation but 

promotes the formation process of crystalline hydroxyapatite. From the results, we concluded 

that the studied glasses could be one of the best materials for bone regeneration applications. 
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